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Abstract 

This paper analyzes and illustrates selected aspects of the strategic management of 
brands, reputation, and corporate identity. Brands, reputation, and corporate identity 
may be assets of immense value and significance. They are key sources of product-
market differentiation. Brands and companies such as , Coca-Cola, Mercedes-Benz, Sony, 
Rolls Royce, Benetton are international household names. Indeed brands, reputation, or 
corporate identity have often become what Kay (1993) describes as strategic assets. 
These are major sources of competitive advantage upon which strategic choice may be based, 
but which it is largely impossible for competitors to imitate.  
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1. Introduction 

 
Brands. They power companies, pay salaries and in recent years have even . become a balance-sheet 
item ([1] , [13] - [17]) , yet the extent to which practitioners and academics truly understand brand 
management remains uncertain ([9]). Marketing professionals sometimes seem to forget that brands do 
not really exist objectively at all: they are not to be found in factories, delivery pipelines or retail 
outlets; they reside in people’s heads ([16]). The schematic memory of a brand in relation to 
competing brands, products or stores is referred to as positioning (a term often used interchangeably 
with image). Brand (re)positioning is therefore achieved through carefully manipulating all aspects of 
consumer information processing ([11]) to the extent that product design and quality and advertising 
messages need to be consistent. Sufficient repetitions, rewards and so forth must be offered to ensure 
that the desired interpretation (product position) is finally learned ([11]). This article addresses the 
case of a brand with an established yet somewhat irrelevant and undifferentiated position. The 
marketing task, therefore, was one of rejuvenation, or revitalization  rather than repositioning in the 
traditional sense. 

The paper is not the direct result of a single empirical study. Rather it is conceptual , resulting from 
re ection not only on  The literature surrounding the nature of brands , but also on a  Series of studies 
and analyses undertaken by the author over a Number of years ([2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6[ - [7]). 
This paper investigates the strategic management of brands, reputation, and corporate identity. It 
begins with a review of brand and branding . Reputation , Corporate Identity , The Strategic 
Managment The Relationship Between Corporate And Brand Identities . The Reputation , Corporate 
Identity , are then explained. Section four presents The Strategic Managment and Relationship 
Between Corporate And Brand Identities. Conclusions are provided in Section 5. 
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2.  Brands And branding 
 
2.1 The Role of the Brand 

The use of brands and the process of branding as a key means of product or service differentiation. 
Differentiation was described in that paper as a strategy whose aim is to create and secure a market 
perception of product or service as possessing: 

 appropriateness to specific customer usage contexts within the relevant market segments; and 
 difference or uniqueness as a characteristic or quality which can be directly compared with 

competing offerings 
 
The effective product differentiation can provide an insulation against competition. It increases loyalty to 
the supplier and decreases customer sensitivity to price.  
Brand image may be used to establish and to communicate the qualities of difference, uniqueness or 
appropriateness that identify the product or service and differentiate it from its competitors. The purpose 
of developing brand image is: 
 

 to facilitate recognition by the customer or client. 
 to establish an identity or character that communicates in an effective or persuasive manner the 

qualities and attributes of the product or service. 
 to shape customer response to the product or service. 
 to develop preference for the brand as compared with competing offerings. 
 to secure loyalty to the brand, such that there is continued customer patronage over time. 

Suppliers will attempt to use brand image to build up and to reinforce consistent brand-loyal trade and 
customer behaviour. This decreases the ability of competitors to take away business, and lessens the 
strategic importance of the cost-price relationship . 

The creation and promotional support of brand identity and image is also a major factor in sustaining 
supplier capacity to specify and to control the marketing of its goods, for instance: 

 in the face of buyer pressure from distributors and retailers, to whom the products of any one 
supplier (however large that supplier might be) may only be a relatively small constituent of the total 
market offering. 

 in the face of retailer preference for own brands, as in the UK retail of foodstuffs and clothing. 
Companies such as Tesco, Asda Walmart, or Marks and Spencer concentrate on their own brands, 
purchased on the basis of the volume-cost strategies . 

 
2.2 Kay’s Analysis of Branding 

 Kay’s ([12]) analysis of branding as a source of competitive advantage . Kay analyzes: the value of a 
brand , the function of brands , brand success. 

 Each is described below. 
 
2.2.1 The Value of a Brand 

A brand is established when a branded item sells for more than a functionally equivalent product. The 
features of the brand, or its attributes, add value. They are the characteristic that distinguishes between a 
brand and the functionally equivalent product or service upon which it is based. The more effective are 
the brand features or brand attributes in adding value, the higher the price that may be charged, and the 
more carefully will that brand be protected and its use controlled. 
A brand with the recognition and recall of Coca-Cola, Levi’s, Kodak, Guinness or Rolls Royce is a 
strategic asset. It defines the market perception of the product, acts as a benchmark for that market, and 
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is unavailable to any other competitor. The brand itself becomes the key source of value addition and 
source of competitive advantage. 
2.2.2 The Function of Brands 

Kay [12] describes five key functions of brands. These are: 
Quality certification  the brand comes to be associated by purchasers with a certain perceived level of 
quality. Products or services carrying the brand are then seen to possess quality attributes which are of 
value to the purchaser (and for which they may be prepared to pay a premium). Examples include Price 
Waterhouse Coopers in accountancy and consultancy services; Marks and Spencer in foodstuffs retail; 
Marriott hotels; and Robert Bosch in electrical consumer durable products. Consistency and continuity  
the brand comes to be associated by purchasers with consistency and continuity. Buyers perceive that the 
product or service will be the same today as it was yesterday. Its purchase can be made with confidence 
and certainty, as the customer believes that future purchase can be related to past experience with the 
product or service. Examples include Campbell’s soup; Nescafé coffee; Mercedes Benz cars and trucks; 
or Walls ice creams. Recipe, formulation or specification  the brand is used to represent and to 
communicate the particular formulation, use of technology, or knowledge base which gives the product 
or service its distinctive features (or flavours). The brand may come to represent the product category, or 
act as its defining benchmark, as in the case of Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola, Lea and Perrins sauce, or 
Microsoft products in personal computing applications. 
The more difficult it is for others to reproduce the recipe or formulation, the stronger the source of 
competitive advantage and the more valuable may be the brand as the market representation of that 
recipe or specification. Formulations and specifications based on architecture in areas of customer 
service may be impossible to imitate. This is a source of competitive advantage for instance in the better 
US hotel chains. Japanese manufacturing innovators also possess competitive advantage based upon 
interpersonal formulations based on relationship networks and architecture. Signalling  the purchase or 
consumption of a particular brand may be used as a means by which customers signal (communicate) 
information, intention or inference about themselves to other people; or indicate something about their 
taste. 
Car buyers of a modest or conservative personal disposition, for instance, might not buy brands of 
sports-type cars, which they consider to be both “showy” and a powerful indicator of personal self-
assertion, status, extroversion and aggression. Such vehicles (particularly if they are red!) 
may draw attention to the owner, which is not what purchasers of such a personal disposition want. 
The more effective the brand is perceived to be at conveying the desired signals, the more value it will 
represent (and the more customers may become brand-loyal). Hence for example the global popularity of 
the Mercedes Benz marque with affluent car buyers of a conservative or understated taste. The 
ownership of a Mercedes Benz (perhaps painted in a dark colour) may be a discreet signal of personal 
power and success. 
The purchase of a preferred brand may also reinforce self-image. The brand may be chosen because it 
reinforces the image that the person would like to convey, or that they would like to be. In this sense the 
purchase of the brand is aspirational, reinforcing personal value set or ambition. 
“People will think more highly of me if I drive a BMW than another brand. They will conclude that I am 
successful precisely because I drive a BMW”. Brand strategies may be oriented to exploit these latent 
aspirations. Kay comments ([12]) that ‘price may be the cost of the signal. It is no accident that signals of 
high status are generally expensive, and this puts the producer of such a (good) in a particularly strong 
position. The high price of the product actually enhances the value of a Rolls Royce. Manufacturers of 
expensive clothes or luggage have the same opportunity.  
Kay [12] suggests that whilst it might be easy enough to copy a product with strong brand incumbency, 
the obstacle to doing so lies in consumer inertia and resistance towards trying something new. At the 
same time the incumbent brand has the ongoing advantage of a high level of sunk costs incurred in the 
past to achieve its present level of distribution and customer recognition. The newcomer may have to 
make a similar level of investment, but with no guarantee that consumers will change their allegiance for 
the incumbent brand to the new, untried and untested one. The incumbency function of the brand 
reinforces brand-loyalty, strengthens market position, and discourages competition. 
Incumbency is demonstrated by such chocolate confectionery brands as Mars, Kit Kat, Hershey, Suchard 
and Cadbury. It is also demonstrated by Mercedes Benz, Volvo, and Saab-Scania in the global heavy 
goods vehicle market. 
 
2.2.3 Brand Success 

Kay [12] comments that ‘the most successful brands are those which combine several of these purposes. 
One of the strengths of Coca-Cola is that you know it will be both pleasant to drink and fit to drink in 
environments where you cannot be sure that local products have either characteristic. 
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Indeed, the world-wide reputation of Coca-Cola derives largely from its provision of precisely these 
quality certification characteristics for American GIs during the Second World War. Coca-Cola also 
provides continuity … it is important to customers that every bottle is the same. There is a distinctive 
recipe. The strength of Coca-Cola’s distribution network, and the universal recognition of its name yield 
major incumbency advantages. And its very American associations give it a strong signalling function. 
Iranian Mullahs do not drink Coca-Cola; aspirant teenagers in less developed countries do’. 

Kay[12] noted of Price Waterhouse Coopers that ‘the Price Waterhouse brand is centred on quality 
certification, but gains strength from incumbency. It also benefits from signalling  many companies 
believe that having a prestigious adviser enhances their own reputation’. 
 
2.3 Brand Values 

A key objective of brand management is to attribute to the product or service those values (or utilities) 
that: 

 identify the product or service, and provide its character. 
 create the desired image for the identity and character of the product or service. 
 differentiate the product or service from its competitors. 
 add value in the perceptions of both (i) the customer and (ii) the marketplace as represented by the 

relevant channels of distribution. 
 establish preference in the minds of potential customers, such that the brand is selected from the 

alternatives available. 
 establish and reinforce preference in the minds of existing customers, such that there is long-term 

brand loyalty and market incumbency. 

Brand values must be consistent with: 

 the characteristics of the market segments upon which the brand is tobe positioned. In particular, the 
brand values should reflect, promote, and reinforce the positioning of the product’s attributes on the 
usage context of the target customer segment. Are the brand’s values consistent with the manner in 
which the customer will use or apply the service? Long-distance air travel is for example fast, 
convenient but generally uncomfortable (especially for tall people with long legs!). Long distance 
rail travel in the USA, Canada or Australia is slow but may be comfortable or even luxurious. 

 the unique selling propositions of the product or service. For instance, the famous and successful 
“Relax” promotional campaign for the former British Rail “Intercity” brand stressed the safety, 
comfort and reliability of inter-city rail travel as against the use in bad weather of individual cars for 
long-distance passenger transportation. 

2.4 Global Brands 

 
Global brands are products or services (such as Pepsi-Cola, Visa credit cards, Disney merchandise, 
Kodak Film, or Benetton clothes) that are supplied on an international or global basis under a common 
brand identity. The product specification or its visual identity and packaging are virtually the same 
everywhere. The brands are often marketed in English. The product will have the same functional 
purpose, character, and emotional appeal to the customer, irrespective of where these customers are 
located (and maybe irrespective of the language they use).  
Global brands are products or services which are relatively standardized. They possess the advantage of 
having similar consumption or usage contexts wherever they are purchased. Cars, photographic film, 
travel services, popular music,soft drinks,clothes,electrical goods, or accountancy and consultancy 
services have the same use everywhere. International differences in customer behaviour are largely 
irrelevant to the context within which the product is used, or the service availed of. The relative 
competitive advantage of global brands may be based on: 
market perceptions of effective performance or superior specification, leading to world class status and 
market leadership. 
a psychological or emotional appeal based on the superior performance described above, and associated 
with the international character of the product. The wearer of Benetton clothes, for instance, is 
associating themselves with western fashion and youth culture. This may be a prudent form of gentle 
rebellion against prevailing traditions and parental control, for instance in societies characterized by 
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strong power distance, conservative or orthodox values, or family hierarchy. Global products also tend to 
be perceived as prestigious, particularly amongst brand-conscious consumer societies. 
an effective price-quality relationship such that customers will perceive that it is worth paying a 
relatively high or premium price. Kodak brand photographic film and paper, as the market leader, tends 
to be more expensive than its competitors for this reason. The same is true for Mercedes Benz and BMW 
cars in the UK. 
The image and acceptance of global products may be reinforced by consistent and heavy international 
advertizing and promotion. The use of marketing and identity promotion to develop brand awareness and 
loyalty is a key component of strategic decision-making in globalized companies. This may be true 
whether the company operates in consumer goods markets (such as for soft drinks or electronic goods); 
or in business-to-business markets (such as for IT based office and transaction processing systems, or 
railway equipment, or heavy road tractor and trailer units). 

2.4.1 Some Advantages of Global Brands 

The use of global branding has a number of strategic advantages. These include:  

Obviating the need for regional variations  where global brands have become accepted, there may be no 
need for localized variations. Design, manufacturing and distribution may then be undertaken on a 
standardized global basis. This is related to: Taking advantage of economies of scale and the experience 
effect . The scale of manufacturing runs may be maximized, the need for variations may be reduced, and 
costs may thereby be minimized. This then leaves the supplier with significant revenue margins available 
to finance (i) the heavy and continuous investment in the innovation, design, and new product 
development that may be needed to maintain the product or process superiority and the operational 
capability upon which global market leadership depends; and (ii) the heavy and continuous investment in 
global advertizing and promotion already described above. Optimizing manufacturing and operational 
capabilities. Manufacturing or supply may be carried out in the most convenient or cost-effective 
locations, or in locations most suited to distribution arrangements. Manufacturing and supply may 
alternatively be based upon the network or de-integrated value chain structures ; may make strategic use 
of the supply chain management process ; and may focus on exploiting the competitive advantages of 
knowledge management and core competence . 
For example, global manufacturers may concentrate on exploiting the capability that their knowledge 
base, experience, and core competencies give them, as in the case of Benetton . They then 
subcontract to ISO 9000 series quality-certified or world class benchmark firms in their supply chain 
those manufacturing activities in which they themselves choose not to make investments, or choose not 
to develop experience or competence .  
Optimizing purchasing power over suppliers  the enterprise may be in a strong position to exercise buyer 
power over its suppliers. Suppliers may become more dependent upon it than it is dependent on them, 
particularly if there is a good international choice of alternatives. 
Optimizing the relationship with distributors  the enterprise may be in a strong position relative to 
distributors. Its strong market position and the premium prices its products may command may offset the 
purchasing power of its larger distributors. Distributors may have little choice but to stock its products, 
and may be unable to create effective own brands because of the prestige attaching to the global brand. 
This is the case in international consumer electronics and alcoholic spiritmarkets. 
Ultimately, firms such as Sony and Guinness maintain their own distribution or retail networks. They do 
this in order to control the distribution process for their products, and to exercise leverage over other 
retailers who wish to stock these products. Creating barriers to entry and defending market share  the 
prestige and loyalty attaching to a well-established global brand such as Coca-Cola, Kodak, or Johnny 
Walker whisky may constitute a powerful barrier to entry to newcomers. It may be very difficult to take 
market share from well- entrenched global brands, for instance for the reason of incumbency described 
in an earlier section above. And the cost (and risk) of entry by the newcomer may be disproportionate to 
the potential returns that may be obtained. Powerful global suppliers such as Microsoft or Kelloggs 
cereals are likely to defend their market position against attack by others with copious resources and 
great vigour. Competition strategies . 
 
2.4.2 Some Disadvantages of Global Brands 
 
The use of global branding has a number of disadvantages. These are listed 
below: 
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The brand, product or service may represent a compromise  such a compromise may for instance be 
specified to suit the optimum operations management needs of long-run or low-cost manufacturing, but 
may not actually meet the needs of any particular market or segment. Car design, for example, 
sometimes ignores differences in the height or build of people in different countries, their preferences for 
ride quality and seat softness (Germans like hard seats; the French and British like softer ones), or the 
quality of road infrastructure in different locations. US citizens can normally only drive their 
Volkswagen Golfs at a maximum speed of 55mph; German buyers of the same car may be permitted to 
drive at 100mph or more. Motorway road surfaces in the UK are smoother than those of freeways in 
Canada because winter conditions are less severe, and higher speeds are possible all year round. The 
product over-competes  being specified to meet the most stringent of local market conditions. the product 
may offer too many features or be over-specified for less demanding markets. This is a criticism made of 
Japanese consumer electronics products. It explains the success of South Korean manufacturers who 
have introduced less sophisticated electronic products to meet an unsatisfied global demand for a lower 
level of market specification (which as a result may be sold at alower price). 
The brand “trivializes” or is reduced to a meaningless lowest common denominator  the need to create 
universal global understanding may force the brand management process into creating a meaningless, 
stereotyped, or “dumbed-down” brand concept, using a few words of English or a set of what are 
perceived by advertizing copy writers to be “universal images”. Buyers in any one locality may not be 
able to place the brand in their own context; may instead be unable to relate to it or to understand it; or 
worst of all may actually be insulted by it.Local costs may reduce the cost advantage of a global brand  
where a significant extra cost is added locally, the cost benefits described in an earlier section above may 
be negated. The imposition of local costs of adaptation or distribution, sales taxes, or import tariffs may 
erode the margins available. Or they may make the product prohibitively expensive relative to local 
products, thereby placing them at a disadvantage. 
Damage to brand reputation  localized damage to the brand may have global repercussions. This is what 
happened to Shell in the case of the Brent Spar facility, and as a result of its necessary local dealings with 
a military regime in Nigeria. The enterprise will need to monitor the brand’s management world-wide to 
ensure that potential local damage is avoided; or is instead limited in its international impact. 
Inertia - it is possible that the structure and architecture of the management of a large global brand 
programme may be so widespread and so complex (and contain so many commitments and sunk costs) 
that it may developinertia. This inertia may result in slowness to adapt in the face of changing local 
conditions. It may be very difficult to bring about rapid changes. The brand management programme 
may become like a great ship under full steam. It will be difficult to steer, slow to turn, and take many 
miles to stop! 
This syndrome may be exacerbated by:- 
Unresponsive global strategy - global branding means global strategy. This may imply a high degree of 
central control. Centralized structures may get out of touch with the realities of the local situations faced 
by local managements, or be unresponsive to what the corporate centre judges to be “minor” or 
“unimportant” issues affecting the brand. Global strategy (and the brand management that depends on it) 
may become separated or dissociated from the local reality; and irrelevant to it. 
 

3. Reputation 
 
3.1 Kay’s Analysis of Reputation 

Kay’s analysis of corporate, product and brand reputation as a source of competitive advantage . 
Kay comments that ‘reputation has been important to successful traders since pre-industrial society. 
Merchants were concerned to demonstrate the purity of their assays or the fullness of their measure. 
Craftsmen stressed the quality of their workmanship. But how were their ignorant customers to assess 
purity, fullness, or quality? Sometimes they looked to the state to regulate the market for them. In other 
cases, traders banded together in guilds to monitor each other’s work and to establish an honest 
reputation for the whole group. Some craftsmen relied on their own name, or that of their family. All 
these mechanisms are still important today’. Kay suggests that reputation is the market’s method of 
dealing with attributes of product or service quality which customers cannot easily monitor for 
themselves. It is a means of certifying quality , above. Reputation is a function of the product or service: 

 consistency and continuity. 
 reliability that is associated with successful long-term market position or incumbency. 
 reliability that is associated with specification, formulation or recipe. 
 signalling. 
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A strong corporate, product or service reputation, associated with the brand strength , may generate value 
and act as a source of competitive advantage because: 

 it reinforces the competitive position of the enterprise, especially where repeat purchase over time 
may be necessary. 

 it establishes preference in the minds of customers, especially in markets where those customers 
cannot easily monitor or influence quality for themselves. Kay gives the examples of car hire and 
accountancy services in illustration. University education is another example. Generations of would-
be students (and their families) are faced each year with a significant (and expensive) decision 
choice about an entity of which by they may personally have limited prior experience. They may 
need to rely on the opinions and judgements of others as well as on their own perceptions of what to 
expect, and what as customers they think they will get out of a university education. Universities 
with strong reputations (however these reputations are established or defined) are therefore likely to 
find it easier to recruit. At the same time they can recruit the better students, the quality of whose 
eventual results will reinforce the reputation of the institution in a form of a virtuous circle. 

 it enables the organization to charge premium prices or to earn greater profits. 
  
Reputation may be established by any or all of: 

 the making of promises of quality, reliability, and service which are always fulfilled in the 
perception of the customer. 

 the making of a credible demonstration of long-term, consistent and continuous commitment to the 
market (for instance, “established in 1881 and still going strong”). 

 the association of new products or services with a strongly established reputation which already 
attaches to existing activities. Kay describes this as ‘staking a reputation which has been acquired in 
another market’. Kay quotes the successful introduction in 1988 by Marks and Spencer, a leading 
UK retailer of clothing and foodstuffs, of financial services products such as personal investments. 

Kay suggests that reputation needs to have a name attached to it, whether it is the name of an individual, 
a profession, or an organization. Kay notes that in markets ‘where quality standards are variable, names 
like Hertz or Avis, Price Waterhouse or Peat Marwick command large premiums’. Kay comments that 
‘car hire and international accounting are both goods for which it is difficult for the customer to assess 
product quality in advance. Major firms with strong reputations and brand names have come to dominate 
these markets’. 
The need for an appropriate reputation may in particular require the implementation of a strategy of the 
offer of consistent quality and reliability of product or service in markets characterized by long-term 
repeat purchase. Such markets might include medical services, holiday packages, financial services 
products, business services, cars and consumer durable goods. 
Corporate reputation may also be crucial to the marketing of intangible goods or services that cannot be 
inspected and are consumed only once, such as pension plans, postgraduate education, weddings, and 
funeral services. Significantly, such services may have the additional (and important) characteristic of 
being associated with the “great moments and great deeds” of people’s lives, to which great significance 
is justifiably attached. Fear of making the wrong decision will drive customers to reputable suppliers, 
even though they may be the most expensive in the market. Kay notes, however, that the process of 
establishing reputation is likely to require a customer willingness to share their experience with others, 
for instance through interpersonal contact or “word of mouth”. It will be in the interests of the enterprise 
to facilitate and encourage this process of sharing. 
Kay concludes that reputation is usually associated with a variety of other sources of competitive 
advantage, such as functional specification, quality, a track record of successful innovation, or a 
customer-orientated architecture. These sources are often the initial source of reputation but in time may 
be reinforced by it. And they are needed to maintain the long- term reputation of the enterprise. Hence 
the need for the reliability, consistency, and continuity already described above. 
 
3. Corporate Identity 
 
3.1 Corporate Identity Defined 
 
Hall ([10]) defines corporate identity as the ‘expression of who a company is, what it does and how it 
does it’. Olins ([15]) adds that ‘corporate identity tells the world … just what the corporate strategy is’. 
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Corporate identity is the outward face of the organization. It communicates the personality behind the 
face, and gives an indication of the strategic intent . 

Reference was made to the use of corporate identity to differentiate the enterprise from its competitors. 
Effective corporate identity is, for example, of particular importance in the market for business-to- 
business services such as consultancy, or in the processes of outsourcing and supply chain 
management.There may be no tangible product, so the supplier may have to rely on intangible or process 
features to differentiate its offer. Positive corporate identity and reputation must be inextricably linked in 
the mind of customers or clients in order to maximize the competitive advantage they represent. 
Corporate identity gives a shape and form by which to visualize enterprise mission. Mission as a 
statement of corporate purpose and philosophy. A mission statement indicates what the organization 
stands for, what it is about, and how it is to go about its business. Corporate identity may be used to 
express and to communicate this statement of mission. It can be used to give colour and vitality to the 
mission statement, and to give it meaning in the outside world. Disney, for example, is associated with 
Mickey Mouse, with fun and entertainment, with family values, and with Disney’s mission to “bring 
happiness to millions”. 
Olins suggests that, in order to be effective, each organization needs to communicate a clear sense of 
purpose that people can understand. This is true whether these people work in the enterprise, or are 
external customers or stakeholders. People internal to the organization particularly need to be able to 
identify with the enterprise in order to develop a sense of belonging. Such a sense of belonging is a 
crucial motivating force. It may also be essential to the development of an effective customer and quality 
orientation within the enterprise. 
 
3.2 The Role of Corporate Identity 
 
A basic role of corporate identity management is to develop and to communicate an external image for 
the organization, or to shape external perceptions about it. The external image might be “progressive” or 
“proactive”, “customer-oriented”, or “caring”. The image is used to shape the perceptions of employees 
and managers; and those of customers, clients, opinion-formers, and stakeholders within the external 
environment. For example:  
Employees and managers  corporate identity may be used by enterprise leaders to develop and 
communicate values, culture, and image within the organization and within its internal architecture. This 
internal culture or image might variously be customer or service-oriented, caring, values based, 
employee-centred, innovative or creative (or whatever). Customers and clients  the development of a 
strong corporate identity differentiates the enterprise (and its product or service offer) from its 
competition. An effective corporate identity reinforces brand image and company reputation. And the 
establishment of a positive corporate identity is likely to encourage customers to develop favourable 
perceptions about the organization as a credible supplier, for instance to world class buyers or to 
government agencies. 
Customer perceptions are also likely to be important in international markets. Where product or service 
introductions are new, or where the enterprise is in the process of developing its position in any 
particular international market, it may be helpful if people in that territory already hold a favourable 
perception of the newcomer’s identity. A prerequisite to establishing an effective product-market 
position may be some significant (and positive) development of local knowledge of what the enterprise is 
all about. Thus, for example, companies such as ABB, SKF, BP, Toyota or Ford are well-known 
internationally. They are widely regarded as efficient and well-managed global suppliers of quality 
products (as well as desirable employers to have in the country). 
Otherwise, gaining a foothold in a new international market and achieving customer acceptance of 
expanded product-market operations therein may be much more difficult. Neither the supplier, nor its 
products, nor its reputation will be known. Its lack of identity will indicate a lack of presence and 
credibility. Establishing that presence is likely to be expensive. Advertizing, promotion, and test 
launches will be required in order to establish awareness and conviction among customer segments only 
familiar with well-established or incumbent market offerings. Before such customers can be “won over”, 
a positive identity and image of the newcomer to the market may have to be built up. People are wary of 
buying from someone they do not know, and therefore do not feel they can yet trust. Investors, financial 
institutions and the stock market investors may be encouraged by a positive corporate identity to 
maintain their investment in the enterprise, and to contribute to further fund-raising when it is called for. 

The creation of favourable perceptions amongst these shareholders will also be of relevance where 
mergers and acquisitions are used as forms of business development strategy . Positive external 
perceptions may, for instance, have the effect of discouraging threatened takeover bids. Stakeholder 
resistance to the threat they imply may be stiffened. Positive perceptions of the organization and what it 
stands for may diminish the apparent advantages being offered in exchange by the predator who wishes 
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to attempt to make the takeover. Buyers and the trade  maintaining trade image is essential to 
maintaining market position. And, as described above, it is vital when entering new markets. The trade 
needs to feel that the supplier is here to stay and can be trusted, before the newcomer will be accepted by 
it. People and organizations within the external environment  decision- makers may feel the necessity to 
develop and maintain a favourable identity and image with those people and organizations external to the 
enterprise who may in some way be capable of exercising an influence over its affairs (such as opinion-
formers, politicians, or the financial press), or who (for instance as potential employees) may have a 
future interest in them. 

3.2.1 Corporate Identity and Competition 

The development and communication of corporate identity may give rise to favourable external 
perceptions. The intangible benefit of such a positive external perception may be a source of competitive 
advantage. This point has already been made at various points in this paper. Corporate identity (and the 
relationship architecture upon which it partly depends) is unique to the enterprise and cannot easily be 
imitated. Corporate identity can then be used effectively to differentiate the organization from its 
competitors, and to communicate to the customer the benefits of trading with it. 

3.2.2 Corporate Identity and Quality 

The PIMS data suggested that products or services perceived to be of the highest quality may achieve the 
best returns on investment for their suppliers. 
Corporate identity can be used to  communicate and develop perceptions of quality amongst actual and 
potential customers, external stakeholders, and media influences. This communication may focus on: 

 product or service specification and quality. 
 brand position (because “good brand” perceptions may equal “good quality” perceptions). 
 market position where reputation is based on the consistent offer of quality, reliability, and service; 

or is instead based on the duration of incumbency. 
 corporate quality, where strategy formulation, decision-making, and strategic management processes 

are based on values that derive from a quality, customer-orientated, or caring culture and ethos in the 
organization. 

 
4. The Strategic Managment and Relationship Between Corporate And Brand 
Identities 

The strategic management of brands was analyzed in earlier sections of this paper. Brand and corporate 
identity are likely to be related. Each reinforces the other. Brand identity is used to differentiate the 
product or service. Brand identity is associated with the most favourable market values or characteristics 
of the product or service. Corporate identity has a wider role to play. It shapes perceptions of the 
organization as supplier or provider among a wider internal and external audience, as well as amongst 
customers. 
Olins suggests that there are three main strategies by which to manage the relationship between corporate 
and brand identities. These are: 

 the monolithic approach. 
 endorsed identity. 
 discrete brands. 

Each is described below. 

The monolithic approach  in which the parent company and all of its products or services carry the same 
strong, clear visual identity. Corporate and brand images are the same. Olins quotes Shell and Marks and 
Spencer as examples. Other examples include Orange, Prudential Insurance, Microsoft, and BMW. 
Every brand carries the company’s image; the company and the brand are perceived to be the same. 
It follows that every brand must live up to market or user expectations. Otherwise, both company and 
brand will suffer negative consequences. Endorsed identity in which an organization has a group of 
product-market activities or companies which it endorses with the group name and identity. Olins gives 
the examples of the US firms General Motors (who for instance make Chevrolet, Opel, Vauxhall, and 
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Holden brand vehicles), and United Technologies (e.g. Pratt and Whitney aircraft engines). ABB Asea 
Brown Boveri (e.g. ABB Kent Controls) is a European example. 
Olins suggests that this approach is appropriate to ‘companies that have grown by acquisition’ to 
establish that ‘corporate identity is a way in which the organization can clearly articulate what it is; the 
way in which the acquiring company can clearly stake out its purpose’. Discrete brands by which, for 
instance in the tradition of the fast-moving consumer goods sector, each brand carries its own individual 
values and identity. The brand does not necessarily identify the parent company. The  organization 
operates through a series of brands which may appear to outsiders to be unrelated to each other. Olins 
quotes as a classic example the portfolio of Unilever brands, including “Sunlight”, “Lifebuoy”, “Vim”, 
“Lux”, and “Persil”. 
 

5.  Conclusion 

The brand , strategic role of the brand , global brands, and local brands , the roles of each type of  
Brand and  their relative advantages and disadvantages , reputation ,  the strategic role of reputation  ,  
corporate identity  , the strategic role of corporate identity and  strategic management of brands , was 
analyzed in this paper. Brand and corporate identity are likely to be related. Each reinforces the other. 
Brand identity is used to differentiate the product or service. Brand identity is associated with the most 
favourable market values or characteristics of the product or service. Corporate identity has a wider role 
to play. there are three main strategies by which to manage the relationship between corporate and brand 
identities , the monolithic approach , endorsed identity and discrete brands. The brand does not 
necessarily identify the parent company. The  organization operates through a series of brands which 
may appear to outsiders to be unrelated to each other. 
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